"I am not a blue angel": Sexuality from the perspective of autistic adolescences

Abstract  Despite the difficulties in living their sexualities, the sexual education of autistic people is often neglected. In this sense, this research aims to identify autistic people’s demands on their sexualities, in line with the neurodiversity paradigm. This qualitative research was carried out from September 2017 to October 2018, with 14 autistic children aged 15 to 17 enrolled in regular schools. Data were collected by semi-structured interviews and analyzed according to the thematic content analysis. Two analytical categories were identified: “discursive processes and the ‘blue angel’ imagery”; and “diversity in diversity: the sexuality of autistic people as singular processes”. The results show that, while autistic people grow physically and sexually according to the typical development stages, some singularities should not be ignored. However, the construction of false beliefs encourages the denial of autistic people’s sexuality. We can conclude that the establishment of effective actions of sexual education and support to the sexuality of the autistic person requires a paradigmatic change anchored in the social model of disability.
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Introduction

Despite the growing interest of the scientific literature, autism is still a contentious field permeated by divergences and controversies\(^1\). Starting from different paradigms, some researchers have explored the psychosexual sphere of autism and stressing the need to analyze it not only from an external perspective (of parents, caregivers, or specialists) but mainly at a personal level\(^2\). In this context, it is salutary to expand research that analyzes the sexuality of this population based on subjective experiences\(^3,\(^4\). It is particularly interesting to increase scientific production based on a paradigm coined within the autistic community, as is the case with Neurodiversity\(^3\).

The shift from the classic psychoanalytic paradigm initiated by Leo Kanner and the advancement of neurosciences culminated in the emergence of multiple autism interpretation models and, consequently, in several therapeutic approaches. Although they are different in their theoretical bases, most approaches are based on behavioral and psychopharmacological therapies, searching for a cure or control of autistic characteristics, including the so-called “inappropriate sexual behaviors”\(^2,\(^4\).

The neurodiversity movement emerges, contrasting this perspective. Contrary to what some critics claim, this paradigm recognizes autism as a disability, although it also considers it a neurodiverse condition\(^3\). In line with the social model of disability, Neurodiversity’s principal assumption is that all forms of neurological diversity must be respected\(^3,\(^5\). Thus, therapies should not seek a cure but focus on maximizing skills, providing socio-emotional support, and promoting strategies in the face of individual and environmental demands\(^6,\(^7\). In this context, one of the permanent claims among Neurodiversity activists refers to the autistic people’s right over their body and sexuality\(^3,\(^9\), regardless of the level of limitations, refuting the belief that autistic people are asexual or “eternal children”\(^5\).

However, regardless of the paradigm, the literature is scarce in research on autistic people’s needs concerning the sexual sphere\(^3\). To a large extent, this vacuum is associated with the understanding of disability as incapacity\(^2,\(^6\) and the silencing and disqualification of the autistic people's statements\(^4,\(^6,\(^9\). In this sense, this paper aims to analyze the demands of autistic people on their sexuality, in line with the neurodiversity paradigm.

Methods

This qualitative research was conducted with autistic people from September 2017 to October 2018, whose preliminary data were presented at the Eighth Ibero-American Congress on Qualitative Research (CIAIQ)\(^10\). Participants were recruited by a public call on social media that gathers autistic people and relatives. Participation in the research was voluntary.

The inclusion criteria were being oralized autistic or using an alternative communication technique that would allow answering the interview. Adolescents under the age of 18 without authorization from those responsible and those with autism who did not have the communication tools to enable the interview were excluded. Fourteen oralized autists, aged between 15 and 17, attended the invitation; eight were male, five were female, and one participant identified himself as neutral gender. It is noteworthy that all were enrolled in regular schools. While oralized, one of the participants eventually used augmentative and alternative communication technologies through a cell phone application, due to selective mutism episodes. This technology was not needed in this research. Nine participants lived in Fortaleza, three in Maracanaú, one in Caucaia, and one in Eusébio, all municipalities in Ceará, Brazil.

Data was collected through semi-structured interviews that addressed the constraints faced by autistic people in experiencing their sexuality and their sexual education demands. The interviews were conducted by the same researcher who, while being the mother of an autistic child, has features that characterize her as part of the Broader Autism Phenotype (BAP)\(^11\). This particularity contributed to the establishment of rapport and is a facilitator in the interview process.

Data were analyzed according to thematic content analysis\(^12,\(^13\) based on neurodiversity as a theoretical benchmark. The informants were identified by pseudonyms chosen by them to maintain anonymity. The research project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Fortaleza.

Results

Two analytical categories were identified: discursive processes and the “blue angel” imagery, and diversity in diversity: the sexuality of autistic people as singular processes.
Discursive processes and the “blue angel” imagery

The difficulty of parents and teachers in recognizing autistic people as sexed people was recurrent in the statements. Informants believe that this resistance is fostered by the introjection of false beliefs about autism. The fallacy that autistic children are eternal children is contested by Elric (16 years):

*I am not a child. I have a girlfriend. However, it is still difficult for people to accept this because they want us to be children forever. It is the mental age legend.*

Elric, whose girlfriend is also autistic, considers himself to be a person with limited autonomy: he reports restrictions on leaving home without support, difficulties in school adaptation, and sensory processing disorder, which compromise activities of daily living. In bringing up these questions, Elric states:

*I know that I have my limitations. However, that doesn't give anyone the right to stop me from having a girlfriend. Moreover, my family tried this at the beginning. Even today, they treat it as if it were child's play.*

Sakura (17 years) confirms Elric’s criticism of the mental age concept and the infantilization of autistic people, especially those with cognitive impairment:

*I get mad when I hear someone say ‘so-and-so has the mental age of a 5-year-old child’. What is implied here is that this person needs to be protected forever. [...] I have friends with cognitive impairment more severe than mine. They have the same desire, but they are limited because society does not allow them to have a right over their body.*

Sakura states that there was never any intra-family dialogue on sexuality and that she was interrupted whenever she tried to approach the topic:

*I tried to ask. I tried to talk. However, everyone freaks out and can only say that I have no malice for these things because I am innocent. However, my younger sister, who is not autistic, is dating, and nobody says anything. I am not too fond of this story about autism being innocent.*

Diversity in diversity: the sexuality of autistic people as singular processes

Our collaborators’ statements show that the experiences and demands of autistic people regarding their sexuality are as diverse as the spectrum. Although Kalel (17 years) is considered a young man with high academic skills, he reports difficulties in socializing:

*In my case, I have a hard time dealing with people. I am very strict with my routines, and people tend to dislike me and think that I am not interested in them. I am seen as unsympathetic.*

Kalel has a brother two years younger, also autistic with severe autonomy limitations and several associated conditions. Kalel tells us about his brother, who was diagnosed with “classic autism”:

*It is different with me and him [...]. People want him to be a child. However, he is 15 years old and has already discovered genital pleasure. Moreover, what can you do? Castrate the boy? See, some people do that. Chemical castration. This is terrible.*

Following the narrative line, Kalel reinforces that the right to sexuality of autistic people should be respected regardless of the autonomy level. However, what he observes in his daily life is, on the one hand, the brother’s infantilization, and on the other, the invisibility of his demands:

*In my brother’s case, people tend to think that he will always be a child. In his case, the therapist helped my parents understand that sexuality does not need to be experienced in a relationship. [...]. Then she worked with him and my parents the importance of leaving him be, teaching how to live it as long as it was in a private place. However, in my case, nobody thinks they need to do anything.*

Kalel also points out that the experience of sexuality and the sexual education of non-oral autistic people are compromised by the lack
of investment in augmentative and alternative forms of communication since childhood:

Parents don’t know how to talk about sex, even with non-autistic children. [...] Now, if the autistic person is non-verbal and does not invest in other communication forms, they will restrict the tools for guidance. In my brother’s case, the therapist uses visual cues to explain the routine and everyday things, and it works.

Luke (17 years old), like Kaleb, has a brother with severely limited autonomy and cognitive impairment and corroborates the importance of preparing parents for these issues:

the most challenging thing was my parents, especially my mother, understanding that. She kept mumbling that we are children without malice. Then I would laugh. She knows nothing. […] And I will say, my brother is 11 years old, but I already said that she had to go to therapy to learn to respect his puberty because mine has already been difficult.

The greater need for support, including communication, should not be considered an obstacle for the sexual education of autistic people, as Violet (16 years) points out:

I didn’t speak until I was seven years old. I used pictograms for a while. Today I still have difficulties speaking, as you can see. Moreover, it is not very pleasant for people to think that you have nothing to say because you don’t speak. […] one cannot ignore the sexuality of autistic people who do not speak. Understanding this and working on it at school, in therapy, and at home is essential […] to protect people and respect them. It is horrible not to be respected as a person just because you cannot speak or cannot communicate.”

On the other hand, fewer communication hardships do not necessarily reduce sexuality’s demands. Naruto (15 years) has no difficulty in speaking. However, Naruto reports difficulties in understanding social norms, which culminated in stigmatization by his peers. Regarding this aspect, he narrated the following episode:

The teacher seemed confused about my question. Moreover, I just said that I had a hard time letting myself be touched, but I wanted to be touched. She looked at me in amazement and said that I shouldn’t think about these things. However, I didn’t understand why I couldn’t ask this in class if it was a reproductive device class.

After discussing this episode in his therapy and talking to his parents, Naruto reports that he understood that:

I have to be careful because some people can abuse my sincerity. People do not usually deal with these matters well. I understood that, but it doesn’t change how I feel […] To make matters worse, I still became the stranger, the weirdo, and it doesn’t help at all.

Unlike Naruto, Sakura refers to the apparent ease of socialization, associated with her ability to perform:

Some of us perform. We learn to imitate people in order to fit into spaces. People who are born women learn to pretend to adapt. That is why it is more challenging to diagnose girls.

The ability to “perform normality” – using her words – did not facilitate Sakura’s relational experience:

I’ve never had a boyfriend. I wanted, I definitely wanted it because I really want to. However, I understood in therapy that I can’t go out saying that because it puts me at risk. However, it turns out that performing normality is not being normal. I have a lot of food selectivity, for example. So, I don’t go out with people to eat so they won’t notice. That kind of thing makes it difficult.

Besides the multiple demands and experiences, Noa (17 years old) brings up the diversity of sexual orientation and gender identity:

I’ve heard: you cannot be trans, you are autistic, and there’s no such thing as trans autism. Of course, there is! Moreover, people freak out when I say that I am not binary.

Noa says the departure from hegemonic social rules makes autistic people more likely to perceive themselves with non-normative gender characteristics than neurotypical ones:

if you think about it, this binary split doesn’t make sense. It’s all construction. We think objective, so these issues don’t weigh so much on us.

Thanus (17 years) defines himself as heteroromantic asexual, for not feeling sexual attraction, but being able to fall in love with other people. He believes that there is a societal resistance to admit different forms of relational experience. However, when this experience is associated with autism, disqualification is justified by disability:

People laugh when I say I’m heteroromantic asexual. They really disqualify. It’s like something a child talks about, and nobody takes it seriously. Yes, it’s the same when you are autistic.

Discussion

Our results corroborate that, although autistic people develop physically and sexually according to the typical development stages, some singularities should not be ignored. The experiences and expressions of the sexuality of autistic people are
as diverse as the spectrum\textsuperscript{14}, requiring an adaptive support structure that considers needs, desires, difficulties, and commitments\textsuperscript{2,14}.

However, the results of this research show that singularities are ignored, and autistic people’s sexuality is often silenced\textsuperscript{15}. Literature attributes this attitude to low expectations regarding the possibility of romantic involvement and the fear of stimulating a sexual desire that would not develop spontaneously\textsuperscript{16}. Paradoxically, expressions of sexuality are recognized in autistic people with more significant support needs, with a focus on their social inadequacy\textsuperscript{17}.

It is worth highlighting how the discursive processes are organized to build a unique meaning for the autistic person’s sexuality. The “blue angel” metaphor, criticized by our informants, creates a narrative congruence between a pathologizing disability model and the normative disciplinary society\textsuperscript{9}. In this way, the infantilization of autistic people with the greatest need for support legitimizes the pathologization of their sexualities\textsuperscript{6,9}. Insofar as the limitation attributed exclusively to the condition of disability, one starts with the presumed incapacity, culminating in a limitation of investments\textsuperscript{6}. In contrast, divestment fosters limitation, arresting the person in a vicious circle\textsuperscript{3,6}.

The disqualification of non-normative sexual and gender expressions also appears in the results, in Noa and Thanus reports. However, their stories are not exceptions, and there is growing evidence that autistic people have greater sexual and gender diversity than neurotypical people\textsuperscript{17,18}. Silencing these issues, both in academia and in media elements, at a time when autism gained prominence in television series and programs, corroborates the role of discourses – and silences – in the construction of autism’s social imagery\textsuperscript{9}.

These discursive processes culminate in an essential paradox: the uniformity of neglect through a dichotomous construction. While recognizing that some autistic people need more educational and therapeutic support than others, Neurodiversity refutes the binary that dichotomizes them in high or low functioning\textsuperscript{1}. It is not ignored that some behaviors can expose autistic people to critical situations, making them both victims and potential perpetrators\textsuperscript{3,19}, nor does the Neurodiversity paradigm presuppose the absence of therapeutic support. However, it is assumed that the limitations derive from a mix between subjective and environmental issues\textsuperscript{1}. Thus, therapies must be individualized and based on educational strategies, so that each subject develops the necessary skills to know, control, and explore his/her body\textsuperscript{8}.

On the other hand, even autistic individuals with more subtle deficits may experience socializing difficulties and require support, including adaptive sexual education\textsuperscript{2,3,19}. However, the dichotomy between low and high functioning often culminates in neglecting the specific needs of people in this group\textsuperscript{1}.

It is noteworthy that, although our informants had different levels of support needs, this paper shows, as a limitation, the absence of non-verbal autistic patients, evidencing a gap to be filled by future studies.

**Final considerations**

Discussing the hegemonic metaphorical framework of autism allows us to rethink how these symbolic constructions guide educational and therapeutic actions, in a dichotomous sense of pathologization or neglect.

However, as the expressions of the sexuality of autistic people are diverse and singular, they demand an adaptive support structure that considers their particularities. However, these measures require a paradigmatic change, at the risk of changing the form and not the structure.
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